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T1V to Exhibit ThinkHub Hybrid Collaboration Solutions,
Launch ThinkHub Cloud at InfoComm 2022
T1V will be showcasing ThinkHub visual collaboration software at InfoComm 2022 Booth W1770 along with launching its newest collaboration offering, ThinkHub Cloud. The InfoComm22 exhibit
hall will be open June 8-10, 2022 at the Las Vegas Convention Center in Las Vegas, Nevada.
T1V will showcase ThinkHub visual collaboration software for hybrid collaboration at InfoComm22. In line
with its mission to empower teams to collaborate anytime, anywhere, T1V will be launching its newest
ThinkHub collaboration solution at the show: ThinkHub Cloud.
Featuring a large, interactive Canvas that supports unlimited content, devices, and collaborators - the
ThinkHub platform enables synchronous and asynchronous collaboration for globally distributed teams.
Whether supporting collaboration in the physical meeting room or hosting hybrid or cloud-based virtual
sessions, ThinkHub provides teams a solution that works for participants regardless of their location.
“We can’t wait to get back to InfoComm,” says Adam Loritsch, T1V EVP of Sales and Marketing. He
continues, “we’re eager to share all that we’ve been working on with the InfoComm audience. It’s been a
long two years away from the show, so we’re looking forward to showcasing our newest product
developments along with launching our newest product: ThinkHub Cloud.”
In addition to launching ThinkHub Cloud, T1V will also be showcasing ThinkHub Huddle and T1V Story.
ThinkHub Huddle is the cost-effective collaboration board bundle for hybrid teams, featuring an Avocor
touch display, camera, video conferencing (choose from Zoom, Webex, or MS Teams), hardline input, and
compatibility with ThinkHub Cloud Canvases.
T1V Story is a legacy T1V software solution that enables organizations to visually tell their brand story.
Newly rebooted, T1V will showcase the next generation Story that is simpler and easier to deploy for
integrators and their customers. What’s more, T1V Story can be paired with ThinkHub to deliver ‘Wow’
experiences for visitors that simultaneously increase room utilization for teams that need a space to
visually collaborate.
T1V will be exhibiting in Booth W1770. The company also has ThinkHub software on display at Avocor
Booth W1702, Planar Booth N1334, and HD Distributing Booth W1275. Each of these booths will feature
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ThinkHub collaboration software running on the latest display technology, and highlighting the flexibility of
T1V ThinkHub software across different hardware deployments. Whether outfitting a huddle or small
meeting space all the way up to an innovation lab or executive briefing center, ThinkHub supports
collaborative spaces of all shapes, sizes, and use cases.
To learn more, visit t1v.com/InfoComm22.
About T1V
T1V is a visual collaboration company specializing in hybrid collaboration software for enterprise and
education markets. The company’s collaboration platform includes ThinkHub® collaboration for global
workspaces and the T1V app - working cohesively to bring teams together for seamless, intuitive working
sessions.
T1V’s suite of collaboration software transforms the way people meet - making meetings a place where
teams can collaborate anytime, anywhere.
T1V ThinkHub Education™ technology is designed to support active learning across a variety of teaching
and learning styles, from traditional lecture to team-based teaching and learning. The solution also
connects satellite classrooms, campuses, and remote participants to improve access for students and
teachers.
T1V Story™ enables brands to visually tell their story in an engaging, interactive format. Story couples the
visual power of mixed media with the brand’s unique look and feel to create a totally branded,
one-of-a-kind experience.
All T1V solutions are Built for BYOD™ (bring your own device) to support the many devices, programs,
and platforms of today’s hybrid meeting and learning environments. T1V is a leading innovator in
large-scale, interactive software technology, with 1 issued patents in visual collaboration software.
To learn more, visit t1v.com.
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